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THE TRANSFER OF THE ALEVI CEM RITUAL FROM
ANATOLIA TO ISTANBUL AND BEYOND

Robert LANGER

This paper describes the transfer of the Alevi cem ritual from a mainly
rural context in Central and East em Anatolia to the cities of Turkey and even
beyond , into thc T urkish and Kurdish Alcvi diaspora communities of Western
Europe. This research was conducted bya Heidelberg team as part of a large
Collaborative Research Group (SFB) initiative entitied Ritualdynamik [Ritual

Dynamics I sponsored by the German Research Foundation.! The theory of
ritual transfer which we are developing within the framework of that projcct is

not extensi vcly c1aborated in this articl e , as we have treated it elsewhere.I

lntroduction

Thc so-called 'Alevi Rena issance ' starting in the 1980s was strongly
linked to an innovati ve re-construction of the central , congregational
communal ritual within the Alcvi traditi on , the cem or ayin- i cem . In urban
Istanbul , these Alevi cem-rituals are condueted often nowadays in large rnod
em cem-houses on Thursday evenings, thus matehing a traditional Oriental
time reekoning, where the day starts with sunsct , the 'Fri day evening ' (Cuma
aksamn , The usual setting of this eommunal ritual is as folIows : at one end of
thc room sit the rcligious leaders presiding over thc ritual, called dede, usually
togethcr with a singer-musician, called asik or zakir , who accompanies the
hymns (ne/es) and songs (Iit. ' sayings' deyi§) with his saz (an instrument
similar to a long-necked lute). In front of the ritual speeialists lies the space
for the ritual dance semah, callcd meydan, where also other rites are per
formcd by lay people during the eeremony . Around the meydan sits the con
gregation (cemaat), divided into men and women. The ceremony is character
ised by a sequencc of prayers , rites performed by individual lay participants
un the meydan, and collective singing by the congregation , which may be

1 More information on this proje ct may bc found at hltp:l/www.ritualdynamik.dcJ.

2 On this, see Langer, Lüddeckens, Radde and Snoek (2006).
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accompanied by gestures -' It is this part which resembles most a Dervish zikir
that can lead to trance-like states of consciousness .

During the last three decades , this Anatolian ritual has not only been
transferred to Turkey 's urban centres such as Ankara and Istanbul but also to
other smaller cities such as Erzincan, Sivas , and so on , and eve n abroad to
We stern Europe. Th is transfer was stimulated by the migration of man)' Turk
ish , and also Kurd ish (both Kurmauer and Zazaki speaking) Alevis from the
1960s onwards. These came initially often as labour migran ts or, espccially in
the German case , subsequently also as political refu gees. Up until this time,
the Alevis were a mainly rural community Iiving in Anatolia and some former
Ottoman territori es of the Balkan Peninsula,"

The congregational cem-ritual in its full form was performed tradition
ally within the village community on occasion of a visit of one of their spiri
tual leaders (dede). If the dede connected to the certain village eommunity
was residing far away, this could happen onl y once or twice a year. The cere
mony had the explicit function to rcaffirm both their Alcvi idcntity and com
munal solidarity, for cxample by conducting at the beginning 01' the cem a
court led by the dede, in order to solve internal quarreis. In this traditional
form , the cem lasted for several hours into the night.

The migration of many Al evis into urban centres and abroad led them
to a major break in ritual tradition . Sometimes, migrants continued to partici
pate in cem-rituals while visiting their horne villages; later on their dedes, to
whom the Jay people are attached by hereditary links , were invited to come to
the cities and even to Germany. During my fieldwork in Turkey , I met aged
dedes who had travelled extensively through Germany conducting cem rituals.

After the coup d 'etat of 1980 in Turkey , religion became an important
marker of public identity again, in spite of the theoretically secular basis of
the Turkish nation. This also had an effect on the migrants from Turkey in
Germany, as political developments in the country of ori gin were mirrored
within the political spectrum of the diaspora communities . Thus, it is widely
thought that the emergence of religion as a forc e within the Ale vi community
was areaction against the rise of political Islam among the Sunni majority,
and against tao the Sunni-Hanefi Islam that was henceforth encouragcd by the
Turkish state. At that point , Alevi attempts to establish cultural associations in
European countries and also in Turkish cities accelerated.l One function of
these so called kültür dernekleri was to rent, acquire or even build architec
tural structures in order to house Alevi kültür merkezleri, i.e. 'Alevi cultural
centres' with the , initially not openly declared , aim to have a space to conduct
their traditional congregational rituals. Consequently, these houses could also
be referred to as cemevi or 'cem ritual house' in daily speech . Additionally,
these plaees of worship could be referred to in a more general sense as ibäde-

3 For a systemati e deseription see Karolewski (2005) , and also Langer (2008a; esp. 97-98).

4 Hasluek (192 1).

5 For a historieaI overview, see Sahin (2002).
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thäne. Here , thc term ib ädet plays a crucial roIe, as it integrates the cem into
an Islamic framework, and is part of an ongoing struggle over the acceptance
of the ceme vis as officially recognised piaces of worship in thc Turkish legal

system.6

It is not the lea st benefi cial outcome of my co-operation with Dr
Shankland and his re- vitali sation of Hasluck 's work that we can put thcse
cultural processes in a greater ethnog raphical and historical context , as al
ready in his pioneering work Hasluck spoke of ' transferences ' rather than

'survivals' ." Of course, Hasluck was referring to developments that took place
mainly during late antiquity , the Middle Ages and early modem times. But to
give an example , this proccss of re-actualisation of cultural resources takes
place nowadays in a quite similar manner, as several cem houses in Istanbul
are built at the site of old saintly tombs (yaur or even türbe), such as Kara
caahmet Sultan in Üsküdar or Garip Dcde in Küc ükcekmece . Some are even
thorough renovations or reconstructions of convents (tekke) of the Bektasi
dervish order, which were closed down in the 1920s . This order, as we know,
was in close contact with parts of the rural Alevi population . This rebuilding
of Bektasi tekkes took place in the 1990s at Sahkulu Dergahi (Göztepe) and
Erikli Baba in Kazhcesme, both within modern Istanbul. This is a most crc 
ative use of remains of the past by today's local people, albeit one that is in
flucnced by modem contexts . It has to be added that thesc buildings would
have become derelict without intervention , as we can see in the case of

Sahkulu from its documented condition in the beginning of thc 1990s.8

Ritual transfer and the Alevi cem

Th c notion of ritual transfer primarily refers to the transfer of a ritual
from one context into another, or-more generally-a change of the context
surrounding the ritual. Processes of transfer can take place within time or
space. In our case, transmission or re-construction of the cem-ritual is a trans
fer through time whilst the transfer of the cem to migrational contexts is a
transfer within space. Transfer of a rite (i .e. a ritual building block or ritual
element) is also subsumed under the concept of 'transfer of ritual '. Indced, is
it more likely, that only parts or partial sequences of complex rituals, such as
the cem, are transferred. For example, in the processes that we see occurring
with regard to the reconstitution of the cem in the migrant context, the juridi
cal part of the ritual is often omitted or reduced to a symbol, with Iittle or no
function . In addition, as the invention of new rituals usually consists, from an
etic perspective, mainly of such a transformative transfer of a number of rites

6 See $ahin (2005) .

7 See Hasluck (1929).

8 Sec the illustrations in Lifchez (1992) .
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from already exi sting ritual traditions , the invention-and als o the disappcar
anee-of rituals are included under our use of eo neept of ritual transfer. It
thus covers the (re)invention, reception , transformation, and compensation, as
weil as the loss of rltes or ri tuals,

The concept ' transfer of ritual ' therefore offcrs a perspecti ve on the
development of rituals under such circumstances as migration or the emer
gence of transnational communities , globalisation , pluralism , the information

soci ety? world-wide integration, or the re-em erging of ' primal identities'
(such as ethnici ty or ' religion' ) , as is the case with the Alevis , espeeially as
Al evi discourses and practices are now entangl ed in a tran snational grid of
communication, that is characterised by multi -directional transfer processes,
evcn back into the villages of origin .

Internal dimension s

By definition, ' transfer of ritual ' takes place when one or more aspects
of the context of a rite or ritual are ehanged. Here , observable, describable and
scientifically interpretable aspects can be diseerned , such as the media in
wh ich the script and the performance of the ritual are materialized (e . g. oral
tradition, written text, real life performance, film, television , Internet, and so
on .). In the case of the Alevis , we may perceive a distinct switch from oral
tradition to a scripturalised ' handboo k culture' on the one hand and a strong
media-isation of standard performances in film , television and Internet repre
sentations. Geographical, spatial, ecological, cu ltural, religious, political, eco
nomic, social, and gender-specific aspects also change due to the wider ur
banisation and modernisation processes within Turkey and most marked ly
through migration to large cities and Western countries.

In course of these ehanges, the group carrying thc tradition to which
the rite or ritual concerned belangs has also changed considerably, as tradi
tional village structures no longer exist in an y straightforward way within
cities and diaspora communities . Particular attention mayaiso be paid to the
specific historical context of the ritual . This especially needs further study not
only based on ethnographical but also on historieal source material itself.

As well as taking into account external influenccs , a number of other
relevant aspects can be distinguished with respect to the rituals themselves .
These can be interpreted within ritual theory as the different internal dimen
sions of a ritual.l? We can mention for example the following: its seript, its
performance, its performativity , its aesthetics, its structure, the transmission
of its contents. The usc of rituals often pursues (a) specific intention(s), real
ized in their appl ication, strategic use and instrumentaiisation . This is clearly
the case with the cem when it is instrumentaliscd in political contexts such as

9 Concerning the case of transfer of ritual on the Internet see Radde-Antweiler (2008).

10 Here , we follow the ' dimensions' discerned by Jan G. Platvoet in his seminal articlc (1995).
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demonstrations and festivals. I I Moreover, rituals often have elements of self
reference. Interaction, communication , psychological and social functionality,
mediality , symbol ism , and the meaning(s) which is/are ascribed to it by its
participant s , are further internal dimensions .

Th e theory of ritual transfer can be summarised as following: when a
ritual is tran sferred , i.e. when one or more of its aspects are changed , changes
in one or more of its internal dimensions can also be expected . However,just
as not all aspects need to change equally significantly, it is to be exp ected that
not all internal dimensions will be modified equall y intenscl y. Con versely, if
a modification of an internal dimension is observed, it is warranted to ask if
this might be caused by a change in one or more of the context aspects. This,
however, need not be so : as stated above, changcs of internal dimensions may
be caused by internal dynamics as weil. The theory of 'transfer of ritual' looks
at thc relationship between cultural contcxts (such as society, political sys 
tems etc.) and cultural phenomena, specifically ritual. It will provide above all
an Instrument to analyse these historical and sociological processes and dy
namics.

In our case ethnographical as weil as historical data is used to realise
this analysis. Material is gained through collecting literature, both acadcmic
and from Alevi organisations and intellectuals. We also conduct fieldwork,
participating in the rituals. Our team has since 2003 documented about thirty

rituals with video camera mainly in Istanbul and Germany.l - but also for ex
amplc in thc Central Anatolian town Erzincan . In May 2006, we also had the
opportunity to participate in a village cem in the region of Malatya from
wherc we also obtained the manuscript collection of two historical dedes ,

which are now being researchcd in another sub-project.P

The Alevi cem in Gerrnany and Istanbul

It might be useful to give a very short outline of the ritual itself. We do
this here along the lines of a standard text-book, published by the influential
Alevi organisation called CEM Vakfi'. This standardiscd cem was observed by
us several times in the cemevi of Yenibosna (lstanbul) and serves as my first
example.

The cem is normally framed in the beginning by a discussion (sohbet)
by a leading dede . A symbolic court case, the görgü, is also conducted before
the actual ritual starts . Additionally, other rituals such as a nikäli (marriage
ceremony) can be included : The actual 'service' (ibädeti starts with salavät ve

11For this point, see especially Shankland (2003).

12 For a first account focussing on sacrifice and communal meal as a means of framing the cem
see: Langer (2008b).

13Karolewski (forthcoming).
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se lämlama, prayers to the Twelve Imams (oniki imdms and other holy figures.
Then the oniki hizmet görev deyisi is sung, a hymn , with which the so-ealled
'Twelve Duti es' are nominated . These are ceremonial roles , which are taken
on by the members of the congregation , such as 's wee per' , 'watch rnan", and

so on. Tevbe or tövbe, prayers of repentancc , are uttered by the congregation
led by the presiding dedes . The Nddi Ali(yyan) , a special Arabic invocation of
Ali (the son-in-law of the Prophet) , is recited by the dede, who then rccites
another prayer, called giilbdnk , Then a düvdridahiimdm; a hymn to the
TweJV'; Imams, is sung by the zäkir (musician) or the dede hims elf, when
therc is no special musici an. The tevhid, the hymn of the 'confession of the
oneness of / with God' is sung by the congregation . After that , the dede
musician or the z äkir sings the miraclama, which retells the heavenly journey
of the prophet Muhammed and his meeting with the ' Forty', the kirklar. This
story is accompanied by the congregation with certain gestures and poses ac
cording to those referred to in the story. This hymn directly flows into the
Semah , the ritual dance, as the first , mythical semäh is said to have been
danced by the kirklar (including the prophet and Ali) in heaven after the
mir äc, A subsequent recitation re-enacts the story of Kerbelä. There , the saki
tsakkd), the 'water carrier' or 'cupbcarcr' , sprinkles water into the cem ä'at in
order ' to quench the thirst of the people suffering at Kerbelä' . Then, a mer
siye, a song lamenting the suffering of Hüseyin and his family at Kerbela, can
be sung . Finally , the 'Twelvc Duties' reappear, especially the sweeper who
cleans the meydän again, the lokmaci who brings the sacrificial or donativc
morsels of food to be distributed among the participants after the service , the
lighter reragc1 to extinguish the three lights, which he lit in the beginning.
Those who have taken on a duty then stay in a special prayer positi on (dar)
while the dede recites a prayer to sanctify their work .

If we now compare the tevhiä-section of the CEM Vakfi cem, which
exhibits a high degree of participation and a high level of involvement of the
participants, with the tevhid sequence from another cem, but now as pcr
formed in a small South German town, we observe that these Ale vi living in
Germany are no longer so sure how to conduct the ritual . More than half of
the allocated time the evcning thc cem was performed had to be used by the
dede to rehearse its songs and roles. Those performing the 'Twelve Duties'
had leaflets with notes to read out their parts. The degree of participation and
engagement was low compared to the first cxample from Istanbul. Most strik
ing is the use of chairs , which is often found in Germany but frequently dis
approved of in Turkey. Another aspect is the change of media concerning the
language of the ritual . One young Alevi -German dede, who is regularly con
ducting cem-rituals all over the country, has begun to translate parts of the
ritual into German . He has evcn composcd German-Ianguagc deyi~'-hymns,

which he uses during the rituals and on other occa sions.l" He is often invited
by German-Alevi youth organisations in order to conduct special 'youth

14 See Langer (2008d).
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cems' with German as the main language. This is extremely interesting for
young Alevis in Germany, as many of the third generation-mi grants do not
feel comfortable in a ritual conducted only in Turkish, as they fcar that thcy
would not propcrly understand cvery supposcd 'meaning ' of texts and prac
tices.

Gen erally , a comparison between cem-rituals in Istanbul cemevis and
in German Ale vi communities shows that the degree of bodily engagement
and the knowledge of ritual texts (praycrs and songs) differs considerably. In
Istanbul, wc cncounter well-rehcarsed congregations (which , this has to be
kept in mind, comprise itself onl y a minority of the overall Alevi population
in the mega-city), who show a high degree of embodiment of the ritual and
who know thc texts and practices employed during the ritual. In German
communities , cem-rituals have the obvious character of a rehearsal, where the
dede interrupts the cem often in order to explain the ' rneaning' of the ritual;
acting lay people depend on notes to rcad prayer texts during the performan
ces of one of the 'Twelve Dutie s' .

Two rather spectacular transfer phenomena further illustrate the flexi
bility of modem Alevi ritual. In Turkey, I observed the staging of the Kerbelä
cvents in the cemevi of the CEM Vakfi in Yenibosna (lstanbul). It resembles a
Persian ta 'riye , a theatre play , that in Iran was usually staged during Muhar

rem.15 In Yenibosna, it was performed within the cem salonu and the assem
bled congrcgation was the same that normally attended the Thursday evening
cems. This folk theatre is not attested for Alevi villages , but rather is inspired
by performances that are realised by the East-Anatolian Twelver Shiis
(Ca'ferf) that - parallel to rural Alevis -migrated to Istanbul and represent
an - albeit rural - tradition of Iranian Shiism. In Germany, on the other
hand, I could observe a "SI. Nicolas cem" on the eve of the 6 th of Deccmbcr
(evcning of the 5th of December). It was officially called so by the dede and
the officials of the local Alevi community, arguing that the Holy Nicolas was,
as bishop of Myra, an Anatolian just like them . Moreover, he was identified
with the holy figure of H IZIf. This cem was opened with the distribution of
parcels containing fruit and Christmas cakes by thc dede, dressed as Saint
Nicholas [Sankt Nikolaus) . This c1early is a transfer from the mainstream
German culture of Weihnachtsfeiern and its accompanying ritual

Conclusion

The research described in this paper is ongoing. In very preliminary
fashion, we may conclude that in the cemevis of Turkey 's urban centres regu
lar ritual activities havc bcen establishcd . Although these are attended only by
a comparatively small minority of the Alevi population, this part of the corn-

15
See for example Funke (2005).
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munity is ofLcn very engaged and active in constructing the image of Alcvism
as a distinct religious group.l? This pattern of ' self-dclcgated devotion' re
sembles the general picture of modern indu strialised societies and is poten
ti all y suffi cicnt to maintain a line of religious tradition . Nevertheless , in Ger 

many and the rest of Europc such uniform Alevi religious life and established
performance practices do not obtain throughout. In other words, regular Turk
ish urban Alevi practices appear to be more uniform than those in Germany
and Europe. This said, youth groups and youth organisations - often now with
participants from the third generation of migrants - are strongly interested in
practicing religious ceremonies, and it is possible to suggcst that, as they are
rooted in their respective European nations, a specific ritual culture will be
established through a change of language to thc vernacular, Other transfers,
such as the above-mentioned use of St. Nichol as, were already performed by
dedes who were amongst the first generation of migrants. A total change of
languagc, however, is likely to be prevented by the continuing use of Turkish
language media and partl y through travel to Turkey .17
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